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The Middle East Retail Forum (MRF) is an independent retail knowledge platform in the 
Middle East. Established in Dubai in 2012, the annual MRF is a unique gathering of retailers 
discussing key issues facing the retail fraternity and exchanging best practices.

The 2-day forum is also a great opportunity to network with the top executives of the retail 
industry and learn what is relevant for the development of retail business in the Middle East.
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ANDREAS BORGMANN
Founder & co-CEO

Kcal

MARK TESSEYMAN
CEO

Liwa Trading Enterprises

LUMA BOURISLY
Founder & vision creator

KOOOT.com

LENNARD OTTO
CEO

IMG Worlds of Adventure

AMITABH TANEJA
Chairman

Images Group

DENIS RAVIZZA
Co-founder

ESMOD Dubai & Pôlette 
Concept Store 

MOHAMMED AL-ANJARI
Chairman

Mohammed Al Anjeri Co.
Kuwait

MOHAMMAD ALAWI
Chairman of shopping malls committee

Jeddah Chamber KSA 

DONNA BENTON
Founder & chairman

The Entertainer

NADINE BENCHAFFAI
Managing partner

Taqado Mexican Kitchen

FRANK MATTHIAS-KUNTERMANN
CEO

ABC Group, Lebanon

ISHWAR CHUGANI
CEO & Managing Director

Giordano

YASSER SHAMSI
Chairman

El Shamsi Group
Egypt

ZAID ALQUFAIDI
Managing director

ENOC Retail

RAMZI NAKAD
Co-founder

Fashion Forward Dubai & BRAG

 RAZA BEIG
Director Landmark Group

 CEO SPLASH & ICONIC

Theme: Unspoken, Unseen, Unheard:
  Decoding retail in the age of disruption

 9:30: Retail Business Owners & CEOs Conclave

 9:45: MRF welcome address – Amitabh Taneja,
  chairman, Images Group

 10:00: Keynote address – Saeed Mohammed Mesam Al Falasi,
  Executive director retail and strategic alliances, DFRE

 10:30: Roundtable discussion: 
  Unheard Ideas, Unspoken Insights, Unseen Innovations:
  Retail’s big rocks
There is tremendous power in sharing ideas, success stories and challenges. 
While intelligent ideas, when shared, often creates a ripple effect, success 
stories can inspire many to follow suit and challenges can act as lessons. This 
year the Retail Business Owners and CEOs Conclave will bring together several 
unheard ideas, unspoken insights and unseen innovation to sustainably grow 
the business of retail.

SAEED MOHAMMAD  
MESAM ALFALASI

Executive director retail and strategic 
alliances, DFRE
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TANVI MALIK
Co-founder
Eleveate

MAHMOUD BARTAWI
Co-founder
Under500

NADA ALAWI
Co-founder

Annada

ARVA AHMED
Founder

Frying Pan Adventures 

NADER AMIRI
Co-founder
El Grocer 

RACHEL MCARTHUR
founder & managing editor

Digital Ink Media

STEVI LOWMASS
Founder & owner

The Camel Soap Factory

 15:15: Panel discussion: Passion drives retail
What does it take to crack the magic formula of setting up and running a 
successful business? The magic formula remains unsolved, but one must-
have ingredient is passion. It drives entrepreneurs to look beyond tough 
times and have the grit to overcome challenges – it could be funding related 
or convincing a family business to adopt a path-breaking idea. What’s also 
important is to create a point of difference that will make people stop and take 
a second look. This session will bring together truly passionate entrepreneurs 
to discuss their experiences of setting up and running successful businesses.

 15:00: Entrepreneurship without borders
  – Christine Souffrant Baah Ntim,
  partner, Global Startup Ecosystem

 16:00: Fashion Trends by Wool Lab
  – Francesco Margi,
  Country manager and Director
  The Woolmark company

MARK THOMSON
director – retail & hospitality EMEA

Zebra Technologies

JAMES WHELTON
Managing director

AYM

ULUGBEK YULDASHEV
Founder & CEO

AWOK.com 

TARIQ SANAD
CFO

Fetchr

TP PRATAP
Chief marketing officer
Qwikcilver Solutions

RAJIV PRASAD
Chief innovation officer

Xpandretail powered by
Sávant Data System LLC

powered by

 14:00: Face-to-face: Shopper insight is the new currency
Insight is the new currency and shopper, as always, is the king. This modern, 
evolved and new-age customer is an aware, savvy and, importantly, 
omnichannel shopper seeking hyper-relevant experiences – online and offline. 
Amidst rapid changes and disruptive innovation, largely driven by technology, 
today, more than ever before, retailers are faced with the challenge to deal with 
and delight these highly demanding customers who do not shy away from 
sharing valuable insights and expectations through the way they shop. The big 
question is – are retailers doing enough to encash this high-value currency in 
the form of ‘shopper insight’.
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 11:30: Spotlight on Culture
  – Nasif Kayed,  
  founder & CEO, The Arab Culturalist

 12:45: Role of logistics in a brand’s
  expansion strategy
  Morten Kirch,
  regional manager,
  SSI Schaefer

TAREK MOUSSAWAR
Vice president

Virgin Megastore MENA

VIKRAM KRISHNA
Executive VP, head of group marketing & 

customer experience
Emirates NBD

SONIA PAREKH
Founder

The Goodwill Tribe 

GREG SHULER
Chief people officer

UAE Exchange 

KHURSHID VAKIL
Co-founder

Marina Home Interiors 

SHAIKHA AHMAD AL BISHRI
Director Business Excellence 

Department, Dubai Economy

SHANKAR BALAN
President

Qwikcilver Solutions 

powered by

 10:00: Panel discussion: The ‘happiness’ effect
Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh once said, “Businesses often forget about the culture, and 
ultimately, they suffer for it because you can’t deliver good service from unhappy 
employees.” Eventually that leads to unhappy customers, who will never return. That’s why 
creating happy moments is so vital for both employees and customers, turning them into 
brand ambassadors. These moments of happiness can be created by giving a gift card to a 
loved one, as a token of appreciation to a colleague or even a loyal customer. Going beyond 
business, happy people make a happy nation. Small wonder, the UAE is the 28th happiest 
country in the world, according to last year’s UN World Happiness Report, and has a new 
minister of state for happiness.

 11:45: Panel discussion: Spotlight on new retail gateways for the Middle East
The GCC continues to attract new retail brands, with its diverse consumer base making way 
for concepts from every segment to thrive. Consider the many first-of-its-kind launches in the 
region – from the world’s first all-women Bloomingdale’s in Kuwait to the entry of Singaporean 
department store Robinsons in Dubai and the world’s biggest Monoprix in Doha Festival City. 
While the market has space, and hunger, for more, regional retail groups are also looking 
further afield to explore new opportunities. Ethical beauty brand The Body Shop recently set 
up shops in Morocco, while family entertainment concept Fun City is flourishing in India and 
Africa. This session will look into newer markets that hold positive growth opportunities for 
retail brands operating in the GCC.

9:30:
MRF recap 

from day one

ADEL BELCAID
Principal

AT Kearney Middle East

BABAK GOLKAR
Co-founder
EMPEROR

EBRAHEEM AL SAMADI
CEO

Al Samadi Retail

IAN OHAN
Founder & CEO

Freedom Pizza

STEPHEN HOLBROOK
Member of executive board & divisional 

director – clothing
Kamal Osman Jamjoom Group
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 15:00: Panel discussion: Social is the new smart
On average, consumers use their smartphones more than 150 times per day – translating into 
three hours per day on smartphones. It’s interesting the way people use their mobile devices to get 
information. They not only buy online but also use Facebook, Snapchat and Instagram to get updates 
from friends, while also gathering information about brands and activities they are interested in. 
Think about it – in the US, one in three people purchased from a local business after seeing an ad on 
Facebook during the last holiday season. It’s not very different closer home where almost 71% of UAE 
residents aged 18-40 are keen to get advice online – on social media and from social media influencers 
– before making a purchase. This session will focus on the kind of power that social media wields and 
the key role it plays in raising awareness about retail businesses.

 14:15: Face-to-face: Retail 360°: debating formats 
Department stores were long predicted to be dead in the US. They aren’t 
dead yet but surely facing difficult times, which is making these concepts 
think fresh. On the other hand, department stores still have a charm in 
the Middle East. While outdoor markets and pop-ups have always existed 
in the west, the Middle East is now discovering the unique nature of 
pop-ups and food trucks, among others. Alongside the super-regional 
malls, the region is warming up to, and demanding for, strip/community 
shopping centres. Not to forget the line blurring between offline and 
online with several shopping malls implementing strong digital strategies.

16:15: Dream Big
– Juan de Lascurain,

chief dreamer,
Dream Big
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ALEX ANDARAKIS
founder & managing director

Andarakis Advisory Services

MOHAMED GALAL
President & CEO

Tasweeq Shopping Malls

MATTHEW KING
Co-founder
Baembu

KRISTINE LASAM
Founder & CEO
Pink Entropy

HANI S AL-SULAIMANI
Marketing director,

Hamat Property Co.

ALEXANDRE TEODORESCO
Founder

TruckersDXB 

MOHAMED HOUACHE
CEO & co-founder

Storefront

MATTHIEU GUINARD
CEO

GlamBox Middle East

MANSOUR SALAMEH
Client solutions manager 

– retail & e-commerce
Facebook, MENA

BHUPINDER SINGH
General Manager & CFO

Dalma Mall

PHIL MCARTHUR
Founder & Managing director

McARTHUR + COMPANY

SAOUD KHOORY
General manager

Yas Mall

FAHIMUDDIN
CEO

Cityland Group

VIJAY TALREJA
Co-founder

Adapty

TAHIR SHAH
Founder partner

Moti Roti

 14:00: Omnichannel retail: a practitioners
  playbook to realise ROI
  Mukul Bafana,
  co-founder & CEO,
  Arvind Internet


